
Cartridges Fired in Oswald's Rifle 

Three empty cartridge cases were found near the window from 

which the shots were fired on the sixth floor of the building. These 

cartridge cases were examined by the FBI Laboratory, and it was 

determined that all three had been fired in the rifle owned by Oswald. 

(Exhibit 22) .  

Immediately after President Kennedy and Governor Connally 

were admitted to Parkland Memorial Hospital, a bullet was found on 

one of the stretchers. Medical examination of the President's body 

revealed that one of the bullets had entered just below his shoulder 

to the right of the spinal column at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees downward, 

that there was no point of exit, and that the bullet was not in the body. 

An examination of this bullet by the FBI Laboratory determined that 

it had been fired from the rifle owned by Oswald. (Exhibit 23) 

Bullet fragments found in the automobile in which President 

Kennedy was riding were examined in the FBI Laboratory. It was 

definitely established, from markings on two of the fragme nts, that 

they had been fired from the rifle owned by Oswald. (Exhibit 24) 

Palm Print on Rifle 

Dallas police lifted a latent impression off the underside of the 
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gun barrel near the end of the foregrip of the rifle recovered on the 
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PART ONE: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO TU. ASSASSINATION  
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FBI Laboratory Examinations  

A. President's Clothin9;  

The FBI Laboratory has determined that the bullets used 

in the assassination of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, 
were a military type manufactured by the Western Cartridge 
Company, East Alton, Illinois. These bullets have solid noses 
with full copper alloy jackets and lead cores. Examination of 
the President's clothing by the FBI Laboratory disclosed that 
there was a small hole in the back of his coat and shirt 

approximately six inches below the top of the collar and two 
inches to the right of the middle seam of the coat. There 
were minute traces of copper on the fabric surrounding the hole. 
Medical examination of the President's body had revealed that 
the bullet which entered his back had penetrated to a distance 
of less than a finger length. (Exhibits 59 and 60) 

There is a slit approximately one-half inch long about 
one inch below the collar button in the overlap of the shirt the 
President was wearing. The slit has the characteristics of an 
exit hole for a projectile. There is also a nick on the left 
side of the tie knot, which, possibly was caused by the same 
projectile as it passed through the shirt. The coat and shirt 
were X-rayed for metal bullet fraerraents that might have been 
embedded among the layers of the fabric, but none were found. 
The Chief Pathologist at Bethesda Naval Hospital had advised 
that the projectile which had entered the President's skull 
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region had disintegrated into at least 40 particles of bullet 

fragments as shown by the number located. 

All of the clothing and items submitted were examined by 

the FBI Laboratory for other pertinent evidence, but none was 

found. 

B. P.hotngraDlis 

A motion picture of the assassination taken by an amateur 

photographer, Abraham Zapruder, 3909 Marquette Street, Dallas, 

was examined by the FBI Laboratory. The best estimate of the 

time interval of the shots fired is that approximately six 

seconds elapsed from the first to the final shot, with the 

second shot occurring approximately in the middle of the six-

second period. The firing period begins with the first shot, 

so that it is necessary to operate the rifle bolt only twice 

to fire three shots within a given period of time. The 

assassination weapon is a right-handed, bolt-action, military 

rifle. Oswald's wife has stated that Lee Oswald was right-

handed. 

The photograph showing an object in the window of the 

sixth floor room from which the shots were fired (described 

on pages l9-20 of the initial report) has been examined by both 

the FBI Laboratory and the United States Navy Photographic 

Interpretation Center,-Suitiand, Maryland. From a study of 

this and other photographs in the sequence, neither the FBI 

Laboratory nor the Navy Photographic Interpretation Center 
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could make a positive determination of what the object is. 

It was concluded however, that the image seen does not 

depict the form of a person or persons and is possibly a 

stack of boxes late: determined to have been in the room. 

When Oswald was interviewed on November 23, 1963, 

regarding the photograph which portrays him holding a rifle and 
wearing a holstered pistol, he would not discuss the photograph 

without the advice of an attorney. He admitted that the head 
o-  the individual in the photograph could be his but suggested 
the possibility that the police had superimposed this part 

of the photograph over the body of someone else. However, 

Marina Oswald, when questioned regarding this photograph, 
stated that she had taken it. (Exhibit 9) 

The FBI Laboratory has examined this photograph and has 
concluded that, while the rifle in the photograph is similar 
in appearance to the assassination weapon and while there are 
no apparent differences between them, there is insufficient 
detail 	•to identify the rifle in the photograph as the 
assassination weapon. 

C. Pper BPq 

The 	Laboratory examined the brown wrapping paper in 

the shape of a long bag which was found near the window from 
which the shots were fired. It was determined that the wrapping 
paper and the three-inch manila tape used to construct the bag 

were the same as that used by the Texas School Book Depository. 
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The bag was examined for any evidence of the Outline of a rifle 

but no significant indentations were found. Dismantled, 

Oswa7d's rifle will fit into this paper bag. 

D. 33u11,7tt Fragments  

Several tiny fragments of lead were recovered from the 

President's head and hislimousine 2  and one was recovered 

from Governor Connally's arm. However, these fragments were 

too small for the FBI Laboratory to effect an identification 

with any weapon. 

Examination of the limousine also disclosed that the 

windshield was cracked and there was a dented area in the 

windshield chrome molding at the top near the center which 

may have been caused by bullet fragments. 
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I. FBI Laboratory Examinations  

A. president's Clothing 

The FBI Laboratory has determined that the bullets used 
in the assassination of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, 
were a military type manufactured by the Western Cartridge 
Company, East Alton, Illinois. These bullets have solid noses 
with full copper alloy jackets and lead cores. examination of 
the President's clothing by the FBI Laboratory disclosed that 
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there was a small hole in the back of his coat and shirt 
approximately six inches below the top of the collar and two 
inches to the right of the middle seam of the coat. There 
were minute traces of copper on the fabric surrounding the hole. 
Medical examination of ithe President's body had revealed that 
the bullet which entered his back had penetrated to a distance 
of less than a finger length. (Exhibits 59 and 60) 

There is a slit approximately one-half inch long about 
one inch below the collar button in the overlap of the shirt the 
President was wearing. The slit has the characteristics of an 
exit hole for a projectile. There is also a nick on the left 
side of the tie knot, which possibly was caused by the same 
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projectile as it passed through the shirt. The coat and shirt 
were X-rayed for metal bullet fragments that might have been 
embedded among the layers of the fabric, but none were found. 
The Chief Pathologist at Bethesda Naval Hospital had advised 
that the projectile which had entered the President's skull 
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region had disintegrated into at least 40 particles of bullet 

fragments as shown by the number located. 

All of the clothing and items submitted were examined by 

the FBI Laboratbry for other pertinent evidence, but none was 

found. 	 1 

B. IN_LatExiaa,„.§h 

A motion picture of the assassination taken.  by an amateur 

photographer, Abraham Zapruder, 3909 Marquette Street, Dallas, 

was examined by the FBI Laboratory.. The best estimate of the 

time interval of the shots fired is that approximately six 

seconds elapsed from the first to the final shot, with the 

second shot occurring approximately in the middle of the six-

second period. The firing period begins with the first shot, 

so that it is necessary 40'operate the rifle bolt only twice 

to fire three shots within a given period of time. The 

assassination weapon is a right-handed, bolt-action, military 

rifle. Oswald's wife has stated that Lee Oswald was right- 

handed. 
a 

The photograph showing an object in the window of the 

sixth floor room from which the shots were fired (described 

on pages 19-20 of the initial report) has been examined by both 

the FBI Laboratory and the United States Navy Photographic 
Interpretation Center, Suitland, Maryland. From a study of 

this and other photographs in the sequence, neither the FBI 

Laboratory nor the Navy Photographic Interpretation Center 
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could make a positive determination of what the object is. 

Ifwas concluded, however, that the image seen does not. 

depict the form of a person or persons and is possibly a 

stack of boxes later determined to have been in the room. 

When Oswald was interviewed on November 23, 1963,; 

regarding the photograph which portrays him holding a rifle and 

wearing a holstered pistol, he would not discuss the photograph 

without the advice of an attorney. He admitted that the head 

of the individual in the photograph could be his but suggested 

the possibility that the police had superimposed this part 

of the photograph over the body of someone else. However, 

Marina Oswald, when questioned regarding this photograph, 

stated that she had taken it. (Exhibit 9) 

The FBI Laboratory has examined this photograph and has 

concluded that, while the rifle in the photograph is similar 

in appearance to the assassination weapon and while there are 

no apparent differences between them, there is insufficient 

detail to identify the rifle in the photograph as the 

assassination weapon. 

C. paper Dag 

The FBI Laboratory examined the brown wrapping paper in 

the shape of a long bag which was found near the window from 

which the shots were fired. It was determined that the wrapping 

paper and the three-inch manila tape used to construct the bag 

were the same as that used by the Texas School Book Depository. 
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Detoctive R. D. LTNIS, po7graph opralor, 
Texas, Police 	pa :min, alt1.7sd it.tiat 1111 r,fo.T. a polygr.aph.of 
LUELLWESLEY FRAZIER, ax14 	 runnrg the 'polygraph, FRAZIER was 	vh4t apart to h. a hoo mad,:k broam, heavy paper gun 	 stafrdi t.FRA7,2ER sa.i.d that it was possible that this v:::“; the CAi.j!, 	 did not t%ink that it resembled it. Ee at.Aa that 	 y broa 	sinek that OSWALD had vhen 	to 1;,or% 	%im r .,Tkt morning liwa about 
two feet long. (LZW1S r6fo:vs' to tn.:,  bron, hoeavy papor, gun case. LEWIS refers to the pap r 1ath 	nner bicaue of the fact that the Dallas Police DvTartmnt 	of the opiLioa the browa, heavy 
paper was used by OSWALD to carry tho rifle into the building 
where he was working. The papnr refrred to by LLWIS ia not a 
gun case at all). 

Dtective LEWIS ,:;,-„Aa that if thii; W.k5 not identical 
with the sack that 17:a turn.ovr to the Bureau, it is possible 
that OSWALD m:ly have thr.w4. it :i.r4y. The police have turnAd over 
everything that they hav< a tCriciv Labo:r,Atory to SA DRAIN. 
This has boen statd by t0:4;7,-;t 	 PCM,T;11TY 	of the • Crime Laboratory, 	 D.fl(Y of the 	Laboratory aa4, R. D. LEWIS, polygraph op 	or in the.Crim:4 Laboratory.• Tizq:aa individuali; state 	a'far A$'3 they kno, tho paper sz:a: of the type dezi::ribi:.,d Yoy was not ri)covered'by the Police Departmit.itpo,w5i6, but improbablo, thatitwas 
recovered by the Romicide 	 Ifthey do not kno3 • 
anything about it in the Crime Laboratory of the DallaG Police 
Department. 
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